PRODUCT CLOSE-UP

Percussion Kinetics
Vector G3 Bass Drum Pedal

by Michael Dawson

I

t’s very difficult, if not impossible, to find a completely
natural and relaxed body posture when you’re seated
behind a conventional drumset with the bass drum aimed
straight toward the audience. In that position, the lower
body has to twist to the left, toward the hi-hat, while the

Utilizing a patented “ortho-kinetic”
system, the Vector G3 is designed so you
can angle the pedal footboard to your
liking for a more natural playing position.
upper body has to twist to the right in order to reach
the ride cymbal and floor tom. This awkward stance puts
stress on the lower back as well as the right knee and ankle.
Some drummers compensate by turning their bass drums
about 30 degrees to the right, while others turn their foot
and play off to the right side of the bass drum pedal. The
problem with the latter is that it puts strain on the pedal
chain and adds resistance.
The Vector G3 pedal by Percussion Kinetics is designed
to eliminate those physical and performance issues via
an innovative angle-adjustable footboard and a spherical
bearing that allows the chain to travel in perfect vertical
alignment at all times. The heel plate can be moved 4" left
to right for more or less extreme footboard angles, and the
hoop clamp slides independently for even greater attachment stability. The beater holder is independent of the
cam, so a perfect impact point can be achieved regardless
of how you decide to angle the footboard. The spring is
equipped with a ball bearing for very smooth action, and
the stainless steel baseplate is super-sturdy. Most adjustments on the Vector G3 are made via drum key hex rod
bolts, and a special tool with a hex wrench and drum key is
included with the pedal, as is a nice zip-up fabric case with
a shoulder strap.
The Vector G3 was ultra-smooth, sensitive, powerful,
and fast—so much so that it took me about an hour to get
acclimated to how quickly and effortlessly the felt beater
was now reaching the drumhead. The one thing I was most
curious to discover was whether I would notice any disconnect between the beater and my foot, being that I was
now exerting force off to the side of the drum. I honestly
didn’t notice a thing; the pedal just felt right. I could sit
more comfortably and centered at the kit, and all bass
drum patterns were pretty effortless to execute (within my
technical limits, of course). And at the end of a few long
club gigs, I didn’t feel the usual lower-back pinches or
knee aches that I often incur after pounding out hundreds
of quarter notes at near maximum volume. Although the
Vector G3 is a bit pricey ($268), it’s built like a tank and it
plays great, which I feel makes it a valuable purchase for
any single-kick player. A left-foot option is also available.
percussionkinetics.com
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